TRANSAT
JACQUES VABRE
NORMANDy
LE HAVRE
29th October - 7th November

START VILLAGE OFFERS

Hello!
We haven’t been able to get together for a year now, which means that in the current context those Village offers
hold a very special messaging for the team: trust. With confidence that in the near future, we will be able to reconnect with each other in any way we choose. The village offers that you have in hands have been designed
for you, your companies, your partners, your brand, so that any type of activation can find a welcoming
and qualitative environment to serve as a showcase.
Whether the opportunity is to promote your business, to sell your products and services, to share
your commitment to a cause or to offer a memorable experience to visitors, we hope that you will
choose the Transat Jacques Vabre and its teams to stage it. The Transat Jacques Vabre Start
Village is rich from its exhibitors and activities; we look forward to seeing you there.
Do not hesitate to make us work and to solicit us so that we can imagine with you a tailor-made presence and a memorable operation for the public. This is our mission and
the values that the Transat Jacques Vabre 2021 stands for: Inspire, Gather, Engage
and Transmit.
Welcome aboard!
Caroline Caron, General Manager
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Start village

AN EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
The sea, the docks, the port, performance, innovation, human adventure, travel,
conquest... More than a sailing event, the Transat Jacques Vabre 2021 will be a celebration of the unique spirit of the longest transatlantic duo race.
A village open to the world, animations, demonstrations in a warm and festive atmosphere that brings together the public, skippers and enthusiasts for a unique moment.
A daily program of events around the sailboats docked in the Paul Vatine and Eure basins.

500 000
visiteurs attendus
sur le site

10 000 m2
de surface de village

10 jours
d’évènements

plus de

50

bateaux

An evolving event
In 2021, for its fifteenth edition, the Start Village of the Transat Jacques Vabre evolves
to welcome an ever-increasing number of visitors.
2021 marks the return of the Ultims in the Transat Jacques Vabre. These giants, true formula 1 of the seas, fascinate the public. To welcome them, the village expands and the
Eure basin joins the Vatine basin.
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Start village

EXHIBIT & COMMUNICATE ON THE docks
OFFER YOUR COMPANY THE SETTING OF AN EXCEPTIONAL TRANSATLANTIC
ª PROMOTE YOUR KNOW-HOW ª
with customized and customizable exhibition offers
ª TREAT ALL GOURMETS ª
with our restaurant offers: foodtruck and take-away sale
ª ENJOY YOUR EVENT ª
with complete peace of mind thanks to our associated services
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Exhibit and communicate on the village

OUR SUSTAINABILITY CHARTER
The Transat Jacques Vabre has been a pioneer by taking into account the impact of its
operations on the environment and society. During the 2021 edition, the Transat Jacques
Vabre aims to strengthen its position and increase its sustainability and diversity efforts.
Exhibitors on the Transat Jacques Vabre must therefore sign and comply with the sustainable development charter below. Any exhibitor who does not respect this charter may
be refused exhibition space within the Transat Jacques Vabre village for future editions.

1/ Design of your exhibitor space
When registering, exhibitors should submit a description of the activity within their space,
the products and / or services presented, as well as their purchasing policy and responsible practices.
Anticipating how you design the space can considerably reduce the impact of your activity
during the Transat Jacques Vabre 2021

Materials / Furniture / Decoration
 The space is designed to reduce non-reusable structures or elements: the necessary
structures and furniture are rented or reused in other operations
 The structures and materials are chosen so that they are natural and untreated, which
will allow them to be reused.
 The origin of the wood is verified (sustainably managed forests, untreated, etc.)
 Signage is designed to be optimized (digital mix), reusable and easily recyclable.
 For plant decoration, potted plants are preferred over cut flowers.

Products/ Services
 Exhibitors undertake to exhibit, as far as possible, responsible products and services.
 In order to limit the waste created during the event, they will work with actors in the
supply chain to avoid overpackaging and other unnecessary waste.
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Exhibit and communicate on the village

OUR SUSTAINABILITY CHARTER
2 - Waste: Assembly - Operation - Dismantling
 Exhibitors undertake to minimize and sort their waste into four streams (glass, bio-waste,
recycling, household waste). Sorting areas with different bins will be located around the
village. Exhibitors are responsible for bringing their waste to these areas and sorting it.
 The distribution of flyers is prohibited in the village.
 The goodies must be recycled, recyclable, made from sustainable materials and under
ethical conditions. The exhibitors undertake to limit the distribution of these goodies. A
list of possible options will be provided to you later.
 Posters and brochures may be made available to the public (not distributed) and must
have been printed on eco-responsible paper (from sustainably managed or recycled
forest products).
 Even compostable or bio-plastic plastic bags are prohibited and must be replaced by
paper bags (from sustainably managed forests or carrying an eco-label) or by reusable
bags.
 Your space and all the activities presented must be accessible to all audiences, including people with reduced mobility.
 Exhibitors carrying out tastings must respect the catering charter

Some good practices to adopt :
 Employees are encouraged to bring their own water bottle and water fountains will be
available in the village.
 Coffee machines without single-use capsules are preferred.
 In order to limit energy consumption, low-consumption appliances will be preferred as
far as possible and turned off when the village is closed to the public.
 For stand cleaning, you are asked to use environmentally friendly cleaning products.

3 - Hygiene
 Exhibitors must provide hydro-alcoholic gel and encourage visitors to disinfect their
hands.
 Exhibitors are also responsible for providing the personal protective equipment (PPE)
necessary for the activity to all persons operating in the exhibition space and this
equipment should, as far as possible, be washable and reusable.
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Exhibit and communicate on the village

Garden tents
Practical and aesthetic, the garden tent is the ideal structure for merchants or projects
requiring a small surface area.

Each cottage includes :
 wooden floor
 4 white tarpaulins
 1 3kW socket
 1 spotlight
 1 sign of ¼ round shape (20 characters)

3 surfaces avalaible :

9 M2

12 M2

25 M2

1 595 € Excl.T

2 595 € Excl.T

3 095 € Excl.T

(3 x 3 m)
from

(4 x 4 m)
from

(5 x 5 m)
from
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Exhibit and communicate on the village

Indoor booths
Located in a shared, heated structure, indoor booths offer superior comfort and finish
than garden tents. It is ideal for retail or projects requiring a small surface area.

Each booth includes :
 carpet
 1 3kW socket
 1 spotlight
 1 sign of ¼ round shape (20 characters)
 partition
 collective heating

Specificities :

from
from

9 M2
(3 x 3 m)

2 070 € Excl.T
ie

230 € /m2
Excl.T
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Exhibit and communicate on the village

The structures
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Exhibit and communicate on the village

Individual Tent - bare
Visible and modular, the tent is ideal for boat sponsors, partners and animation projects
welcoming the public on a dedicated space. Bare, it is 100% customizable according to
your wishes.
Each bare structure includes:
 white tarpaulins
 wood flooring
 normal and emergency lighting
 printed gable tip

Available
widths :

6, 8, 10, 12,
15, 20 m
...

Modular span
lengths of 5m
(minimum
surface 30m2 or
6x5m)

From

190€/m2
Excl.tax

Individual Tent - fitted
Visible, modular and ready-to-use, the fitted structure is ideal for boat sponsors, partners
and animation projects welcoming the public on a 100% dedicated space.

Each fitted tent includes :
 bare structure (see opposite)
 carpet (on color chart)
 electricity: 1x32A (20kW) cabinet, 15kW of which is used for heating.
 electric heating 15kW (1 per 60m2)
 glass windows and doors on the facade, white ABS panels on the perimeter (3
sides)

Available
widths :

6, 8, 10, 12,
15, 20 m
...

Modular spans
of 5m (minimum
area 30m2
or 6x5m)

From

235€/m2
Excl.tax
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Exhibit and communicate on the village

Original tent
For ambitious projects that want to stand out and be seen, the original structure is an
ideal choice.

Each original structure includes :
 white tarpaulins
 wood flooring
 normal and emergency lighting
 electricity: 1 cabinet 32A

To set up an original structure, we work with you at each step of your project to determine
the most suitable structure, layout and finishes for your project.
On quotation

Polygonale Double-étage

Cube Tipi

Orangerie

Cathédrale
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Exhibit and communicate on the village

Ground Surface
Ground surface is ideal for projects with their own event structure: container, event bus,
entertainment platform...

Bare ground surface
 minimum 15 m2
 additional technical facilities

from

150€/m2
Excl.tax

Container space 20 feet all inclusive
 15m2 for container + door opening space
 a backyard with a heras fence
 1x3kW socket

from

3 900€
Excl.tax

Container space 40 feet all inclusive
 30m2 for container + door opening space
 a backyard with a heras fence
 2x3kW sockets

from

7 490€
Excl.tax
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RESTAURANT OFFERS

PARTNERS & APPROVED SUPPLIERS
As every year, the Transat Jacques Vabre is committed to a number of suppliers and
partners.
The suppliers are exclusive on listed products; therefore, exhibitors commit to purchase
exclusively from them.
Exhibitors will receive the list of suppliers as well as a catalog with the offers of each supplier selected for the event.
Orders must be placed directly with the suppliers.

The products concerned to date are the following :

coffee + beer + wine + reusable cups

Other products are likely to be concerned, the updated list will be sent to exhibitors as it
becomes available.
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RESTAURANT OFFERS

SUSTAINABILITY CHARTER
The Transat Jacques Vabre has been a pioneer by taking into account the impact of
its operations on the environment and society. During the 2021 edition, the Transat
Jacques Vabre aims to strengthen its position and increase its sustainability and diversity efforts.
Exhibitors on the Transat Jacques Vabre must therefore sign and comply with the sustainable development charter below. Any exhibitor who does not respect this charter
may be refused exhibition space within the Transat Jacques Vabre village for future
editions.

1/ Food
Restaurant owners are to submit a description of the food and drinks offered in their space
as well as the containers to be used for take away when they register.
Restaurateurs undertake to offer :
Menu :
 A menu with at least a full menu (starter / main course / dessert) with vegetarian and / or
vegan options
 Where possible, lactose-free and gluten-free options will be offered.
 The origin and any certifications of the products are to be mentioned on the card.
 Allergens are clearly identified.
 The restaurant owner does not offer foie gras or veal.
Origin of products :
 Fruit and vegetables must be seasonal and of French origin or bear a label (AOC-AOP, IGP,
fairtrade, etc.) or from organic farming.
 Where possible :
- The meat must be labeled (red label, organic farming, AOC / AOP ...) or of French origin.
- The poultry must have been raised outdoors and / or labeled (AB, label rouge, etc.).
- Seafood products must come from sustainable fishing / farming (see the WWF guide at the
following link: http://www.consoguidepoisson.fr/wwf-recommendations/).
- The eggs must come from hens raised in the open air and / or labeled (AB, red label, etc.).
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RESTAURANT OFFERS

SUSTAINABILITY CHARTER
2/ Waste
The restaurateur is committed to minimizing and sorting his waste into four streams (glass,
bio-waste, recycling, household waste). Sorting bins will be made available. Restaurant
owners are responsible for placing their sorted waste there.

3/ Plastic
All single-use plastic items are prohibited throughout the Transat Jacques Vabre village * :
 Reusable plastic cups: a centralized reusable cup system will be implemented.
 Individual bags for sauces are prohibited: bulk dispensers such as pump-bottles, should be
used.
 Plastic jars: compostable options should be considered.
 Plastic straws are prohibited and compostable options must be used.
 Bags and plastic bags: paper options from sustainably managed forests should be used.
 Plastic stirrer: wood options from sustainably managed forests should be used.
 All cutlery, dishes, napkins and other containers must be compostable.
 Drinks must be sold by the glass (wine, beer), or in aluminum cans or in glass bottles. Only
water, not available in cans or glass bottles, may be sold in plastic bottles. Containers made
of mixed material such as tetra pak cardboard should be avoided.
* These measures may be re-evaluated based on the health measures and protocols imposed at the time of the event.
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RESTAURANT OFFERS

SUSTAINABILITY CHARTER
4/ Hygiene
Restaurant owners are committed to respecting the hygiene standards in force in the spirit
of sustainable development.
These include:
 The use of environmentally friendly cleaning products (AFNOR standard, Ecocert, etc.).
 Restaurant owners must provide hydro-alcoholic gel and encourage visitors to disinfect their hands.
 Restaurant owners are also responsible for providing personal protective equipment
(PPE) to all people operating in the restaurant area; this equipment should, as far as
possible, be washable and reusable.
 Restaurant owners undertake to comply with regulatory hygiene and storage conditions
(cold chain) throughout their presence in the village.

5/ Energy
In order to limit energy consumption, we ask you to optimize the use of electrical devices
and not to use generators.

6/ Access
Restaurant owners are committed to making their space accessible to all audiences, including people with reduced mobility (counter and buffet height, etc.).
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RESTAURANT OFFERS

Foodtruck Space
The Transat Jacques Vabre village welcomes foodtrucks to cater for the public who have
come to meet the skippers.

The village offers all-inclusive spaces that facilitate the installation of foodtrucks :
 30m2 (6x5m) of ground surface including a backyard fenced with heras
 6kW socket
 a water inlet and outlet

from

3 900 €
Excl. Tax

Foodtrucks, like all catering points in the village will have to
respect our sustainable development guidelines and partner
suppliers policy.
Restauration stands on the village will be limited to 5
foodtrucks and takeaway stands incl.
The organization reserves the right to choose the restaurateurs present according to the type of establishment, the
products offered, the environmental responsibility commitments...
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RESTAURANT OFFERS

Take-away booths
Restaurants without their own facilities are accommodated in take-away stands.

Each take away stand includes :
 2 joined cottages (parquet flooring + spotlight + white tarpaulin + 1 sign)
 a backyard in heras fences
 6kW socket
 a water inlet and outlet

3 surfaces available :

18 M2

32 M2

50 M2

(6 ml of facade)
from

(8 ml of facade)
from

(10 ml of facade)
from

3 990 €
Excl. Tax

5 990 €
Excl. Tax

6 990 €
Excl. Tax

Restauration stands on the village will be limited to 5
foodtrucks and take away booths stands incl.
The organization reserves the right to choose the restaurateurs present according to the type of establishment, the
products offered, the environmental responsibility commitments...
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ASSOCIATED SERVICES

Because a successful event is a serene event, we offer our associated services to complete
your presence in the Transat Jacques Vabre Start Village.
The village team offers a range of associated services in collaboration with its partners to
accompany you throughout the event:

ª VISUAL COMMUNICATION ª
putting your stand in your colors, communicating your brand in a visible way.
ª CUSTOM STAND & SCENOGRAPHY ª
helping you to design your stand and make your operation attractive to the public.
ª DECORATION & FURNITURE ª
providing you with layout solutions for your space so that it meets all of your objectives.
ªTECHNICS, SOUND, VIDEO & LIGHT ª
all the equipment necessary for a complete operation
ª HOSPITALITIES ª
hospitality offers on the Transat Jacques Vabre to welcome your customers and staff and share
an exclusive experience on the event.
ª ACCOMMODATION & TRAVELª
accompanying you throughout your operation in Le HavreLOGISTICS: an operational support
for your deployment on site and a successful event.
ª LOGISTICS ª
operational support for your on-site deployment and a controlled event.
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PRICE LIST

EXCL. Tax

MISCELLANEOUS
FEE
Handling Fee

u

125 €

DISCOUNT
15%

Boat sponsors, partners & ATJV

EXCL. Tax

EXHIBITION
GARDENT TENT
Garden tent 3x3 (9m²)
Sign + 3kW + 4 white tarpaulins + 1 spotlight

u

1 595,00 €

Garden tent 4x4 (16m²)
Sign + 3kW + 4 white tarpaulins + 1 spotlight

u

2 595,00 €

Garden tent 5x5 (25m²)
Sign + 3kW + 4 white tarpaulins + 1 spotlight

u

3 095,00 €

INDOOR BOOTH
Booth in shared fitted tent (min.9m2)
Sign + 3kW + carpet + partition + 1 spotlight + shared tent heating

m2

230,00 €

Individual tent - bare
Tent with white tarpaulin + floor + normal and emergency lighting +
printed gable tip

m2

190,00 €

Individuel tent - fitted
bare tent (see above) + carpet (on color chart) + 1 32A electric cabinet (20kW max power of which 15kW is used for 1 heater) + electric
heater 15kW (1 per 60m2) + Windows and glass doors in the front
facade + abs panels on the perimeter (3 sides)

m2

235,00 €

20ft containter location all inclusive
15m2 for the container + space for door opening + barriered storage
space + 1 PC 3kW

u

3 900,00 €

40ft containter location all inclusive
30m2 for the container + space for door opening + barriered storage
space + 2 PC 3kW

u

7 490,00 €

TENT

SURFACE

Bare surface (min.15m2)
ground surface for additional project

m2

125,00 €
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EXCL. Tax

CATERING
Foodtruck location - all inclusive
30m² included barriered storage space + 6kW + water inlet & outlet

u

3 900,00 €

Take away stand 18m2 all inclusive
2 3x3 joined garden tents (floor + spotlight + white tarpaulin + sign) +
barriered storage space + 6kW + water inlet & outlet

u

3 990,00 €

Take away stand 32m2 all inclusive
2 4x4 joined garden tents (floor + spotlight + white tarpaulin + sign) +
barriered storage space + 6kW + water inlet & outlet

u

5 990,00 €

Take away stand 50m2 all inclusive
2 5x5 joined garden tents (floor + spotlight + white tarpaulin + sign) +
barriered storage space
+ 6kW
+ water inlet & outlet

u

6 990,00 €

EXCL. Tax

TECHNICAL SERVICES
ELECTRICITY IN SHARED TENT (for indoor booths in shared
tent only)
3kW socket

u

185,00 €

6kW socket

u

275,00 €

10kW socket

u

465,00 €

32A Cabinet

u

565,00 €

3kW socket

u

350,00 €

6kW socket

u

450,00 €

10kW socket

u

650,00 €

32A Cabinet

u

950,00 €

OUTDOOR ELECTRICITY (for gardent tents and individual
tents)

WATER
Water inlet (drinking water)
Water inlet (drinking water) + outlet for dirty waters

u

350,00 €
700,00 €
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EXCL. Tax

OTHER OPTIONS
FITTING
Carpeting (on color chart)

m2

7,00 €

Daily cleaning of the booth

m2

12,00 €

PRM accessibility ramp

u

150,00 €

2m2 Reserve (2x1m) with laminated modular panels and lockable door

u

275,00 €

1m2 Reserve (1x1m) with brushed cotton lined panels and lockable
door

u

315,00 €

6m curved tent printed gable tip

u

800,00 €

8m curved tent printed gable tip

u

980,90 €

10m curved tent printed gable tip

u

1 278,40 €

15m curved tent printed gable tip

u

2 019,60 €

20m curved tent printed gable tip

u

3 136,50 €

25m curved tent printed gable tip

u

3 894,70 €

30m curved tent printed gable tip

u

5 304,00 €

TARPAULIN PRINTING (File supply at your responsibility on
August 31, 2021.)
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CONTACT
VALÉRIE BELMEZITI

I

NOÉMIE MARRY

village@transatjacquesvabre.org

